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Name Membership Reasons for wanting to join the branch committee
What qualities, skills and experience do you think you'll bring to the North 

East branch committee? 

Vasile Gadinceanu Associate

My previous experience with the branch has been very positive 

and I would like to continue being part of the long term 

development of the branch.

I believe I can bring my academic and practical knowledge of Project Management in 

order to help with the growth of the branch.

Sian Church Full Existing committee member Existing committee member

Oliver Randall Associate

I have been a member on the committee for the last year and I 

wish to continue. I originally got involved as I believe project 

management is a huge part of introducing change. Change is a 

very important part of the future for all of us and seeing that 

done in the most efficient and cost effective manner is a primary 

motivator. I also got involved to be as involved as possible in the 

project management community.

I have set up three of my own companies in the last two years and this requires a lot 

of different skills which will benefit the committee. I am an experienced project 

manager who has practiced in many different sizes and types of organisations, I 

understand how to make project management relevant and effective on many 

different levels.

Natacha Redon Associate Commitment to APM since 2009. APM knowledge through different roles, strong network and dedication.

Clare Wappat Student

I have been volunteering on the committee for the last 10 

months and I would like to put myself forward again. Giving an 

insight for new people like myself joining the industry and inspire 

students to join. 

I have been the Finance officer for 2 months and I would like to continue and develop 

further into the role. 

Mike Kelly Full

Whilst I have always been aware of the APM and its increasing 

visibility, it wasn't until I was preparing my full membership 

application that it became even more clear what the APM stood 

for and what it was striving to achieve. After I was fortunate 

enough to be granted Full Membership status it would have been 

easy to sit back and reap the benefits/rewards that the APM 

brings, but I still feel the need to understand it in more detail and 

at the same time contribute to it becoming the Chartered body 

for the project profession. My colleague has always spoke highly 

about the APM and in our internal team meetings I have always 

been interested in the latest updates so I this as the perfect 

opportunity to get involved and offer my contribution.

Over 30 years experience in the Construction Industry, the last 17 of which has been 

in a Project Management capacity. For the majority of the previous 12 years I have 

delivered numerous custodial related construction projects in a collaborative 

contracting environment, each one with multiple clients/stakeholders and all with 

challenging programmes/timetables. Delivery of these projects requires not only an in-

depth understanding of how each individual prison Establishment operates but also 

requires the skills to lead multiple teams of external consultants. These elements 

require a full range of skills/competencies and coupled with my former experience 

working up through the ranks in the commercial sector means that I feel sure I would 

be able to apply my experience across most scenarios (including unique/bespoke 

projects) that the North East branch of the APM would be required to deal with 

Hugo Minney Fellow Exisiting committee member Exisiting committee member


